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Abstract

Claim detection and verification are crucial
for news understanding and have emerged as
promising technologies for mitigating misinfor-
mation and disinformation in the news. How-
ever, most existing work has focused on claim
sentence analysis while overlooking additional
crucial attributes (e.g., the claimer and the
main object associated with the claim). In
this work, we present NEWSCLAIMS, a new
benchmark for attribute-aware claim detection
in the news domain. We extend the claim de-
tection problem to include extraction of addi-
tional attributes related to each claim and re-
lease 889 claims annotated over 143 news arti-
cles. NEWSCLAIMS1 aims to benchmark claim
detection systems in emerging scenarios, com-
prising unseen topics with little or no training
data. To this end, we see that zero-shot and
prompt-based baselines show promising perfor-
mance on this benchmark, while still consider-
ably behind human performance.

1 Introduction

The internet era has ushered in an explosion of
online content creation, resulting in increased con-
cerns regarding misinformation in news, online
debates, and social media. A key element of iden-
tifying misinformation is detecting the claims and
the arguments that have been presented. In this
regard, news articles are particularly interesting as
they contain claims in various formats: from ar-
guments by journalists to reported statements by
prominent public figures.

Check-worthiness estimation aims to decide if a
piece of text is worth fact-checking, i.e., whether it
contains an important verifiable factual claim (Has-
san et al., 2017a). Most current approaches (Jara-
dat et al., 2018; Shaar et al., 2021) largely ignore
relevant attributes of the claim (e.g., the claimer
and the primary object associated with the claim).

1The code and data have been made publicly available
here: https://github.com/blender-nlp/NewsClaims

Figure 1: A news article containing a claim regarding
the origin of COVID-19 with the claim sentence in ital-
ics, the claim span in red, and the claimer in blue. Also
shown are the claimer stance and the claim object.

Moreover, current claim detection tasks mainly
identify claims in debates (Gencheva et al., 2017),
speeches (Atanasova et al., 2019a), and social me-
dia (Nakov et al., 2022), where the claim source
(i.e., the claimer) is known.

News articles, on the other hand, have more com-
plex arguments, requiring a deeper understanding
of what each claim is about and identifying where
it comes from. Thus, here we introduce the notion
of claim object, which we define as an entity that
identifies what is being claimed with respect to the
topic of the claim. Figure 1 shows a claim about
the origin of COVID-19, suggesting that the virus
came from space, which is the claim object. We fur-
ther identify the claimer, which could be useful for
fact-checking organizations to examine how cur-
rent claims compare to previous ones by the same
person/organization. In this regard, we extend the
claim detection task to ask for the extraction of
more attributes related to the claim. Specifically,
given a news article, we aim to extract all claims
pertaining to a set of topics along with the corre-
sponding claim span, the claimer, the claimer’s
stance, and the claim object for each claim. The
claim attributes enable comparing claims at a more
fine-grained level: claims with the same topic,
object and stance can be considered equivalent
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whereas those with similar claim objects but op-
posing stance could be contradicting. We note that
while identifying the claim span and stance have
been explored independently in prior work (Levy
et al., 2014; Hardalov et al., 2021a), we bring them
into the purview of a unified claim detection task.

To promote research in this direction, we release
NEWSCLAIMS, a new evaluation benchmark for
claim detection. We consider this in an evaluation
setting since claims about new topics can emerge
rapidly2, requiring systems that are effective un-
der zero/few-shot settings. NEWSCLAIMS aims to
study how existing NLP techniques can be lever-
aged to tackle claim detection in emerging scenar-
ios and regarding previously unseen topics. We
explore multiple zero/few-shot strategies for our
subtasks including topic classification, stance detec-
tion, and claim object detection. This is in line with
recent progress in using pre-trained language mod-
els in zero/few-shot settings (Brown et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2021). Such approaches can be adapted
to new use cases and problems as they arise without
the need for large additional training data.

In our benchmark, all news articles are related
to the COVID-19 pandemic, motivated by multiple
considerations. First, COVID-19 has gained exten-
sive media coverage, with the World Health Organi-
zation coining the term infodemic3 to refer to disin-
formation related to COVID-19 (Naeem and Bhatti,
2020) and suggesting that “fake news spreads faster
and more easily than this virus”. Second, this is
an emerging scenario with limited previous data
related to the virus, making it a suitable candidate
for evaluating claim detection in a low-resource
setting. NEWSCLAIMS covers claims about four
COVID-19 topics, namely the origin of the virus,
possible cure for the virus, the transmission of the
virus, and protecting against the virus.

Our contributions include (i) extending the claim
detection task to include more attributes (claimer
and object of the claim), (ii) releasing a manually
annotated evaluation benchmark for this new task,
NEWSCLAIMS, which covers multiple topics re-
lated to COVID-19 and is the first dataset with
such extensive annotations for claim detection in
the news, with 889 claims from 143 news articles,
and (iii) demonstrating promising performance of
various zero-shot and prompt-based few-shot ap-
proaches for the claim detection task.

2harmful-content-blog-post
3COVID-19 Infodemic

2 Related Work

Automatic fact-checking has a number of sub-tasks
such as detecting check-worthy claims (Jaradat
et al., 2018; Vasileva et al., 2019), comparing them
against previously-fact checked claims (Shaar et al.,
2020; Nakov et al., 2021), retrieving evidence rele-
vant to a claim (Karadzhov et al., 2017; Augenstein
et al., 2019) and finally inferring the veracity of
the claim (Karadzhov et al., 2017; Thorne et al.,
2018; Atanasova et al., 2019b). Our work here is
positioned in the space of identifying check-worthy
claims, also known as check-worthiness estimation.
In this work, we show that identifying the topic
of the claim is beneficial, by leveraging it towards
stance detection (Section 5.3) and claim object de-
tection (Section 5.2).

Argumentation mining (Palau and Moens, 2009;
Stab and Gurevych, 2014; Stab et al., 2018) in-
cludes context-dependent claim detection (Levy
et al., 2014, 2017), which entails detecting claims
specifically relevant to a predefined topic. However,
claims in the context of argumentation are neither
necessarily factual nor verifiable. Moreover, prior
work on both check-worthiness estimation and ar-
gumentation mining did not deal with identifying
additional claim attributes, such as the claimer, or
the source of the claim, and the claim object.

The claimer detection subtask is related to attri-
bution in the news. Current attribution methods
are mainly sentence-level (Pareti, 2016a) or only
involve direct quotations (Elson and McKeown,
2010). In contrast, we require cross-sentence rea-
soning for identifying the claimer as it may not be
present in the claim sentence (see Figure 1).

There has been recent work addressing claims re-
lated to COVID-19. Saakyan et al. (2021) proposed
a new FEVER-like (Thorne et al., 2018) dataset,
where given a claim, the task is to identify relevant
evidence and to verify whether it refutes or supports
the claim; however, this does not tackle identifying
the claims or the claimer. There has also been work
on identifying the check-worthiness of tweets re-
lated to COVID-19 (Alam et al., 2020; Jiang et al.,
2021); however, unlike news articles, tweets do not
require attribution for claimer identification.

3 Proposed Claim Detection Task

Our task is to identify claims related to a set of
topics in a news article along with corresponding
attributes such as the claimer, the claim object, and
the claim span and stance, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: An example demonstrating our proposed claim detection task, and its subtasks. The following attributes
are to be extracted for each claim: the claimer, claimer’s stance, claim object, and claim span.

Claim Sentence Detection: Given a news article,
the first subtask is to extract claim sentences rele-
vant to a set of pre-defined topics. This involves
first identifying sentences that contain factually
verifiable claims, similar to prior work on check-
worthiness estimation, and then selecting those that
are related to the target topics. To address misin-
formation in an emerging real-world setting, we
consider the following topics related to COVID-19:
Origin of the virus: claims related to the origin
of the virus (i.e., location of first detection, zoono-
sis, ‘lab leak’ theories); Transmission of the virus:
claims related to who/what can transmit the virus or
conditions favorable for viral transmission; Cure
for the virus: claims related to curing the virus,
(e.g., via medical intervention after infection); and
Protection from the virus: claims related to pre-
cautions against viral infection.
Claimer Detection: Claims within a news arti-
cle can come from various types of sources such
as an entity (e.g., person, organization) or pub-
lished artifact (e.g., study, report, investigation).
In such cases, the claimer identity can usually be
extracted from the news article itself. However, if
the claim is asserted by the article author or if no
attribution is specified or inferrable, then the article
author, i.e. the journalist, is considered to be the
claimer. The claimer detection subtask involves
identifying whether the claim is made by a journal-
ist or whether it is reported in the news article, in
which case the source is also extracted. Moreover,
sources of such reported claims need not be within
the claim sentence. In our datatset NEWSCLAIMS,
the claimer span was extracted from outside of the
claim sentence for about 47% of the claims. Thus,
the claimer detection subtask in our benchmark
requires considerable document-level reasoning,
thus making it harder than existing attribution tasks
(Pareti, 2016b; Newell et al., 2018), which require
only sentence-level reasoning.

Claim Object Detection: The claim object relates
to what is being claimed in the claim sentence with
respect to the topic. For example, in a claim regard-
ing the virus origin, the claim object could be the
species of origin in zoonosis claims, or who created
the virus in bioengineering claims. Table 1 shows
examples of claim objects from each topic. We see
that the claim object is usually an extractive span
within the claim sentence. Identifying the claim
object helps to better understand the claims and po-
tentially identify claim–claim relations, since two
claims with the same object are likely to be similar.

Topic Claim Sentence
Origin The genetic data is pointing to this virus

coming from a bat reservoir, he said.
Transmission The virus lingers in the air indoors, in-

fecting those nearby
Cure Vitamin C is an effective treatment for

COVID-19.
Protection Taking a hot bath prevents you from get-

ting COVID-19.

Table 1: Examples showing the claim object in bold for
claims corresponding to NEWSCLAIMS topics.

Stance Detection: This subtask involves out-
putting whether the claimer is asserting (affirm)
or refuting (refute) a claim within the given claim
sentence. We note that stance detection in NEWS-
CLAIMS differs from the task formulation used in
other stance detection datasets (Stab et al., 2018;
Hanselowski et al., 2019; Allaway and McKeown,
2020) as it involves identifying the claimer’s stance
within a claim sentence – whereas prior stance de-
tection tasks, as described in a recent survey by
Hardalov et al. (2021b), involve identifying the
stance for target–context pairs. For example, given
pairs such as claim–evidence or headline–article, it
involves identifying whether the evidence/article at
hand supports or refutes a given claim/headline.
Claim Span Detection: Given a claim sentence,
this subtask aims to identify the exact claim bound-
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(a) claim counts per news article

(b) claims by journalists vs. reported
ones, along with claimer coverage for
reported claims

(c) coverage of claimer within a win-
dow size based on number of sentences
around the claim sentence

Figure 3: Statistics about our claim detection benchmark: (a) number of claims per news article, (b) claims by
journalists vs. reported claims, and (c) claimer coverage by window size within the news article for reported claims.

aries within the sentence, including the actual claim
content, usually without any cue words (e.g., as-
serted, suggested) and frequently a contiguous sub-
span of the claim sentence. Identifying the precise
claim conveyed within the sentence can be useful
for downstream tasks such as clustering claims and
identifying similar or opposing claims.

4 The NEWSCLAIMS Dataset

In this work, we build NEWSCLAIMS, a new bench-
mark dataset for evaluating the performance of
models on different components of our claim de-
tection task. Specifically, we release an evaluation
set based on news articles about COVID-19, which
can be used to benchmark systems on detecting
claim sentences and associated attributes includ-
ing claim objects, claim span, claimer, and claimer
stance. NEWSCLAIMS uses news articles from
the LDC corpus LDC2021E11, from which we se-
lected those related to COVID-19. We describe
below the annotation process (Section 4.1) and pro-
vide statistics about NEWSCLAIMS (Section 4.2).

4.1 Annotation

Given a news article, we split the annotation pro-
cess into two phases: (i) identifying claim sen-
tences with their corresponding topics, and (ii) an-
notating the attributes for these claims.4 In the
first phase, the interface displays the entire news
article with a target sentence highlighted in red.
The annotators are asked whether the highlighted
sentence contains a claim associated with the four
pre-defined COVID-19 topics and to indicate the
specific topic if that is the case. In the second phase,
the interface displays the entire news article with

4Detailed annotation guidelines and screenshots of the
interface are provided in Section A.1 in the appendix.

a claim sentence highlighted in red. The annota-
tors are asked to identify the claim span, the claim
object, and the claimer from the news article. The
annotators are also asked to indicate the claimer’s
stance regarding the claim. We provide a checkbox
to use if there is no specified claimer, in which case
the journalist is considered to be the claimer.

For the first stage of annotation, which involves
identifying claim sentences (and their topics) from
the entire news corpus, we used 3 annotators per
example hired via Mechanical Turk (Buhrmester
et al., 2011). Only sentences with unanimous sup-
port were retained as valid claims. For the second
stage, which involves identifying the remaining at-
tributes (claim object, span, claimer, and stance),
we used expert annotators to ensure quality, with
1 annotator per claim sentence. Annotators took
∼30 seconds per sentence in the first phase and
∼90 seconds to annotate the attributes of a claim in
phase two. For claim sentence detection, the inter-
annotator agreement had a Krippendorff’s kappa
of 0.405, which is moderate agreement; this is on
par with previous datasets that tackled identifying
topic-dependent claims (Kotonya and Toni, 2020;
Bar-Haim et al., 2020), which is more challenging
than topic-independent claim annotation (Thorne
et al., 2018; Aly et al., 2021).

4.2 Statistics

NEWSCLAIMS consists of development and test
sets with 18 articles containing 103 claims and 125
articles containing 786 claims, respectively. The
development set can be used for few-shot learning
or for fine-tuning model hyper-parameters. Fig-
ure 3a shows a histogram of the number of claims
in a news article where most news articles con-
tain up to 5 claims, but some have more than 10
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claims. Claims related to the origin of the virus are
most prevalent, with the respective topic distribu-
tion being 35% for origin, 22% for cure, 23% for
protection, and 20% for transmission. Figure 3b
shows the distribution of claims by journalists vs.
reported claims: we can see that 41% of the claims
are made by journalists, with the remaining 59%
coming from sources mentioned in the news arti-
cle. Moreover, for reported claims, the claimer is
present outside of the claim sentence 39% of the
time, demonstrating the document-level nature of
this task. Figure 3c shows the claimer coverage
(in %) based on a window around the claim by the
number of sentences and indicates that document-
level reasoning is required to identify the claimer,
with some cases even requiring inference beyond
a window size of 15. Note that the 61% inside-
sentence coverage in Figure 3b corresponds to a
window size of 1 in Figure 3c.

5 Baselines

In this section, we describe various zero-shot and
prompt-based few-shot learning baselines for the
claim detection subtasks outlined in Section 3. We
describe a diverse set of baselines with each chosen
to be relevant in an evaluation-only setting.

5.1 Claim Sentence Detection
Given a news article, we aim to detect all sentences
that contain claims related to a pre-defined set of
topics regarding COVID-19. We use a two-step
procedure that first identifies sentences that contain
claims and then selects those related to COVID-19.

Step 1. ClaimBuster: To identify sentences
containing claims, we use ClaimBuster (Hassan
et al., 2017b),5 a claim-spotting system trained on
a dataset of check-worthy claims (Arslan et al.,
2020). As ClaimBuster has no knowledge about
topics, we use zero-shot topic classification, as de-
scribed below.

Step 2. ClaimBuster+Zero-shot NLI: Follow-
ing Yin et al. (2019), we use pre-trained NLI mod-
els as zero-shot text classifiers: we pose the claim
sentence to be classified as the NLI premise and
construct a hypothesis from each candidate topic.
Figure 4a shows the hypothesis corresponding to
each of the topics. We then use the entailment
score for each topic as its topic score and choose
the highest topic score for threshold-based filtering.

5https://idir.uta.edu/claimbuster/api/

5.2 Claim Object Detection

Given the claim sentence and a topic, claim object
detection seeks to identify what is being claimed
about the topic, as shown in Table 1. We explore
this subtask in both zero-shot and few-shot set-
tings by converting it into a prompting task for
pre-trained language models as described below:

In-context learning (few-shot): This setting is
similar to (Brown et al., 2020), where the few-shot
labeled examples are inserted into the context of
a pre-trained language model. The example for
which a prediction is to be made is included as
a prompt at the end of the context. We refer the
reader to Section A.3 in the appendix for an ex-
ample. We use GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) as the
language model in this setting.

Prompt-based fine-tuning (few-shot): Follow-
ing Gao et al. (2021), we fine-tune a pre-trained
language model, base-T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), to
learn from a few labeled examples. We convert the
examples into a prompt with a format similar to the
language model pre-training, which for this model
involves generating the target text that has been re-
placed with a <MASK> token in the input. Thus,
we convert the few-shot data into such prompts
and generate the claim object from the <MASK>
token. For example, given the claim sentence: Re-
search conducted on the origin of the virus shows
that it came from bats, and its topic (origin of the
virus), the prompt would be: Research conducted
on the origin of the virus shows that it came from
bats. The origin of the virus is <MASK>.

Prompting (zero-shot): We consider the lan-
guage models that were used in few-shot settings
above with the same prompts but in zero-shot set-
tings here. In this case, GPT-3 is not provided with
any labeled examples in the context and T5 is used
out-of-the-box without any fine-tuning.

5.3 Stance Detection

Given the claim sentence, stance detection identi-
fies if the claimer is asserting or refuting the claim.

Zero-shot NLI: We leverage NLI models for
zero-shot classification. Here, we construct a hy-
pothesis for the affirm and the refute labels and
we take the stance corresponding to a higher en-
tailment score. We consider two settings while
constructing the hypothesis based on claim topic
availability. Examples are shown in Figure 4b.
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(a) zero-shot NLI for topic classification (b) zero-shot NLI for stance detection

Figure 4: Diagram (a) shows the template and an example for leveraging a pre-trained NLI model for zero-shot
topic classification; the topic corresponding to the hypothesis with the highest entailment score is taken as the claim
sentence topic. Diagram (b) shows examples for leveraging a pre-trained NLI model for zero-shot stance detection.
Each example shows how the hypothesis is constructed based on the class label (in pink) and the topic (in blue).

5.4 Claim Span Detection
Given a claim sentence, claim span detection identi-
fies the exact claim boundaries within the sentence.

Debater Boundary Detection: Our first baseline
uses the claim boundary detection service from
the Project Debater6 APIs (Bar-Haim et al., 2021).
This system is based on BERT-Large, which is fur-
ther fine-tuned on 52K crowd-annotated examples
mined from the Lexis-Nexis corpus.7

PolNeAR-Content: Our second baseline lever-
ages PolNeAR (Newell et al., 2018), a popular
news attribution corpus of annotated triples com-
prising the source, a cue, and the content for state-
ments made in the news. We build a claim span
detection model from it by fine-tuning BERT-large
(Devlin et al., 2019) to identify the content span,
with a start classifier and an end classifier on top of
the encoder outputs, given the sentence as an input.

5.5 Claimer Detection
This subtask identifies if the claim is made by the
journalist or a reported source, in addition to identi-
fying the mention of the source in the news article.

PolNeAR-Source: We leverage the PolNeAR
corpus to build a claimer extraction baseline. Given
a statement, we use the source annotation as the
claimer and mark the content span within the state-
ment using special tokens. We then fine-tune a
BERT-large model to extract the source span from
the statement using a start classifier and an end
classifier over the encoder outputs. At evaluation

6Project Debater
7http://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/home.page

time, we use the news article as an input, marking
the claim span with special tokens and using the
sum of the start and the end classifier scores as a
claimer span confidence score. This is thresholded
to determine if the claim is by the journalist, with
the claimer span used as an output for reported
claims.

SRL: We build a Semantic Role Labeling (SRL)
baseline for claimer extraction. SRL outputs the
verb predicate-argument structure of a sentence
such as who did what to whom. Given the claim
sentence as an input, we filter out verb predicates
that match a pre-defined set of cues8 (e.g., say, be-
lieve, deny). Then, we use the span corresponding
to the ARG-0 (agent) of the predicate as the claimer.
As SRL works at the sentence level, this approach
cannot extract claimers outside of the claim sen-
tence. Thus, the system outputs journalist as the
claimer when none of the verb predicates in the
sentence matches the pre-defined set of cues.

6 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate various zero-shot and
few-shot approaches for the subtasks of our claim
detection task. To estimate the upper bounds, we
also report the human performance for each subtask
computed over ten random news articles.

6.1 Claim Sentence Detection

Setup: For zero-shot MNLI, we use BART-large9

(Lewis et al., 2020) trained on the MultiNLI corpus

8Appendix A.2 contains the complete set of cues.
9http://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large-mnli
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(Williams et al., 2018). ClaimBuster and the topic-
filtering thresholds are tuned on the development
set. For evaluation, we use precision, recall, and F1
scores for the filtered set of claims relative to the
ground-truth annotations.

Results and Analysis: Table 2 shows the per-
formance of various systems for identifying claim
sentences about COVID-19. We use ClaimBuster,
which does not involve topic detection, as a low-
precision high-recall baseline. We can see that the
performance improves by leveraging a pre-trained
NLI model as a zero-shot filter for claims that are
not related to the topics at hand. We also report
results for both single-human performance and for
3-way majority voting. Note that even humans have
relatively lower precision, demonstrating the diffi-
culty of identifying sentences with claims. Never-
theless, the model performance is still considerably
worse compared to human performance, showing
the need for better models.

Model P R F1
ClaimBuster 13.0 86.5 22.6
ClaimBuster + Zero-shot NLI 21.8 53.3 30.9
Human (single) 52.7 70.0 60.1
Human (3-way majority voting) 60.2 83.5 70.0

Table 2: Performance (in %) for various systems for
detecting claims related to COVID-19.

6.2 Claim Object Detection

Setup: We use the development set to get the few-
shot examples, sampling10 five examples per topic.
To account for sampling variance, we report num-
bers averaged over three runs. For language model
sizes to be comparable, we use the Ada11 version
of GPT-3 and the base version of T5. We fine-tune
T5-base for five epochs using a learning rate of
3e-5. We score using string-match F1, as done for
question answering (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).

Results and Analysis: Table 3 shows the F1
score for extracting the claim object related to the
topic. In zero-shot settings, we see that GPT-3
performs considerably better than T5, potentially
benefiting from the larger corpus it was trained on.
However, in a few-shot setting, T5 is competitive
with GPT-3, showing the promise of prompt-based
fine-tuning, even with limited few-shot examples.

10We will release the few-shot examples for reproducibility.
11https://blog.eleuther.ai/gpt3-model-sizes/

Approach Model Type F1
Prompting GPT-3 Zero-shot 15.2
Prompting T5 Zero-shot 11.4
In-context learning GPT-3 Few-Shot 51.9
Prompt-based fine-tuning T5 Few-Shot 51.6
Human - - 67.7

Table 3: F1 score (in %) for various zero-shot and few-
shot systems for the claim object detection sub-task.

6.3 Stance Detection

Setup: We use the same BART-large model
trained for NLI as in Section 6.1. In the setting
with access to the topic, we take the topic from the
gold-standard annotation.

Results and Analysis: We also consider a major-
ity class baseline that always predicts affirm as the
stance. Table 4 shows the performance of stance
detection approaches. We can see that the the NLI
model with access to the topic performs the best,
with considerable improvement in performance for
the refute class. Thus, access to additional attribute
information helps here as the topic of the claim can
be used to come up with a more relevant hypothesis,
as is evident from Figure 4b.

Model Affirm F1 Refute F1 Acc.
Majority class 82.5 0.0 70.3
NLI (no topic) 89.1 68.0 83.8
NLI (with topic) 91.1 78.8 87.5
Human 97.0 84.2 94.9

Table 4: F1 score (in %) for the affirm and the refute
classes along with overall accuracy for stance detection.
The zero-shot NLI system is shown separately as it could
access the topic while constructing the hypothesis.

6.4 Claim Span Detection

Results and Analysis: The evaluation measure
in this setting is character-span F1. From Table 5,
we see that the Debater claim boundary detection
system considerably outperforms the attribution-
based system. This could be because the former
is trained on arguments, which are more similar to
claims compared to statement-like attributions.

Model Prec. Recall F1
PolNeAR-Content 67.0 42.8 52.3
Debater Boundary Detection 75.7 77.7 76.7
Human 82.7 90.9 86.6

Table 5: Performance (in %) of different systems for
identifying the boundaries of the claim.
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6.5 Claimer Detection
Setup: For the PolNeAR-Source system, the
threshold for confidence score is tuned on the dev
set. The claim span output from the Debater bound-
ary system is used for marking the claim content
in the context. For the SRL system, we leverage
the parser12 provided by AllenNLP (Gardner et al.,
2018), which was trained on OntoNotes (Pradhan
et al., 2013). The evaluation involves scores for
the journalist (classification F1) and for reported
(string-match F1), along with overall F1.

Model F1 Reported Journalist
SRL 41.7 23.5 67.2
PolNeAR-Source 42.3 25.5 65.9
Human 85.8 81.3 88.9

Table 6: Claimer detection. Reported are F1 scores for
journalist claims and for reported claims, along with the
overall F1.

Results and Analysis: Table 6 shows that auto-
matic models perform considerably worse than hu-
mans for claimer detection. While the performance
is relatively better for identifying whether a jour-
nalist is making the claim, models perform poorly
for reported claims, which involves extracting the
claimer mentions. For reported claims, Table 7
shows that the performance depends on whether
the claimer is mentioned inside or outside of the
claim sentence. Specifically, we see that these attri-
bution models are able to handle claimer detection
for reported claims only when the claimer men-
tion is within the claim sentence. The need for
cross-sentence reasoning for the claimer detection
sub-task is evident from the low out-of-sentence F1
score for these sentence-level approaches.

Model In-sentence Out-of-sentence
SRL 35.8 2.4
PolNeAR-Source 38.9 2.7

Table 7: F1 score (in %) in terms of reported claims
for extracting the claimer when it is present within or
outside the claim sentence.

6.6 Error Analysis and Remaining Challenges
News articles have a narrative structure when pre-
senting claims, by backing them up with some evi-
dence. We observed that humans, when consider-
ing sentences without looking at the context, tend
to identify such statements providing evidential

12AllenNLP SRL Parser

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Some examples from the human study with
the gold-standard claims highlighted in green and false
positives from humans highlighted in red.

information as claims too. Figure 5 shows some
examples of errors corresponding to false positives
from the human study. The human study identi-
fied the sentences in red as claims, in addition to
the ones in green. In Figure 5a, the sentences in
green contain concrete claims regarding the ori-
gin of the virus, with the first sentence claiming
that it came from natural selection and the second
sentence refuting that the virus was a laboratory
manipulation. The sentence in red, on the other
hand, simply provides evidence for natural evolu-
tion. In Figure 5b, the sentence in green contains
a claim that refutes that these medicines can cure
the virus. On the other hand, the sentence in red
does not contain a claim because it simply asserts
that these medicines are being used for treating pa-
tients, without any clear claim on whether they can
actually cure the virus.

We investigated the NLI model performance for
topic classification. Given the gold-standard claim
sentence, the accuracy is 46.6% over these four
topics. Topic-wise F1 was relatively poor for Cure
(3.3%) compared to the other topics: Origin is
56.9%, Protection is 54.5%, and Transmission is
45.1%. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix for
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Claim Sentence Gold topic Predicted topic
This novel coronavirus was believed to have started in a large seafood or wet market,
suggesting animal-to-person spread. Origin Transmission

A Wuhan laboratory official has denied any role in spreading the new coronavirus, after
months of speculation about how the previously unknown animal disease made the leap
to humans.

Origin Transmission

One medication, an antiviral drug called Remdesivir, has been shown in certain studies to
improve symptoms and shorten hospital stays. Cure Protection

Studies show hydroxychloroquine does not have clinical benefits in treating COVID-19. Cure Protection

Table 8: Some topic classification error examples from the zero-shot NLI model.

Figure 6: Confusion matrix for the topic classification
predictions from the zero-shot NLI model.

the topic classification predictions. We see two
dominant types of errors. First, most claims cor-
responding to the topic Cure are under Protection.
This is potentially due to these two topics being
related and the NLI model unable to differentiate
that Protection corresponds to prevention measures
before contracting COVID-19, while Cure refers
to treatments after contracting COVID-19. Sec-
ond, we see that a considerable number of claims
related to Origin were classified as Transmission.
This could be due to a statement about the virus
originating in animals and then jumping to humans,
which suggests that a claim about the origin of the
virus was being misconstrued as one regarding the
transmission of the virus. Some representative ex-
amples for both of these types of errors are shown
in Table 8. Given the low topic classification perfor-
mance of the NLI model, we need better zero-shot
approaches for selecting claims related to COVID-
19. This is important as the claim topic is crucial
to claim object detection and it can help stance
detection.

Stance detection performance could likely be
improved by also leveraging claim objects while
formulating the NLI hypothesis. For example, the

stance for “An Oxford University professor claimed
that the coronavirus may not have originated in
China.” was predicted as affirm even though it re-
futes that the virus originated in China. By leverag-
ing the extracted claim object, the NLI hypothesis
for the refute class could be better formulated as

“China is not the origin of the virus”. The exist-
ing formulation, shown in Figure 4b, only uses the
claim topic to put it as “This refutes the origin of
the virus”. We leave this for future work.

The claimer detection subtask requires incor-
porating stronger cross-sentence reasoning when
the mention is outside the claim sentence. This
requires building attribution systems that are
document-level. Moreover, the same news article
can have similar claims but from different claimers.
To prevent misattribution in such cases, it would be
beneficial to identify the context within the news
article that is relevant to the given claim, so as to
remove noise from other related claims.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a new benchmark, NEWSCLAIMS,
which extends the current claim detection task to
extract more attributes related to each claim. Our
benchmark comprehensively evaluates multiple as-
pects of claim detection such as identifying the
topics, the stance, the claim span, the claim object,
and the claimer in news articles from emerging
scenarios such as the COVID-19 pandemic. We
showed that zero-shot and prompt-based few-shot
approaches can achieve promising performance in
such low-resource scenarios, but still lag behind
human performance, which presents opportunities
for further research. In future work, we plan to
explore extending this to build claim networks by
identifying relations between the claims, including
temporal connections. Another direction is build
a unified framework that can extract claims and
corresponding attributes together, without the need
for separate components for each attribute.
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Limitations

NEWSCLAIMS exclusively consists of claims re-
garding COVID-19, which were intentionally cho-
sen in order to sufficiently study a quickly emerging
subject. However, the performance on this dataset
might likely not be representative of the perfor-
mance on a broader set of topics. NEWSCLAIMS is
not intended as a training dataset and a system us-
ing NEWSCLAIMS in this way should be carefully
evaluated before being used to annotate a larger
dataset aimed at deriving journalism-centric con-
clusions. In the future, these risks can be mitigated
by a larger dataset that can be more reliable to study
these phenomena and to draw conclusions about
the underlying media content.

Ethics and Broader Impact

Annotator payment and approval Our annota-
tion process involved using both Turkers and expert
annotators. For the first stage of annotation, Turk-
ers were paid 15 cents per example (each example
takes 30-35 seconds on average, meaning $15 per
hour). For the second stage, expert annotators were
paid at an hourly rate, which was dependent on
prior experience, but was always more than the
usual rate of $14 USD per hour. As per regulations
set up by our organization’s IRB, this work was not
considered to be human subjects research because
no data or information about the annotators was
collected, and thus it was IRB approval exempt.

Misuse Potential The intended use of NEWS-
CLAIMS is to evaluate methodological work regard-
ing our augmented definition of claim detection,
motivated by mitigating the spread of misinforma-
tion and disinformation in news media. However,
given NEWSCLAIMS is a smaller dataset over a
set of hand-chosen topics, there is also potential

for misuse. Specifically, NEWSCLAIMS is not in-
tended to directly make conclusions regarding the
journalism quality nor quantify disagreement re-
garding the coverage of COVID-19 related topics.
As there has been continued controversy regarding
media coverage of COVID-19, a bad faith or misin-
formed actor could produce artifacts that result in
sensational, but potentially inaccurate, conclusions
regarding COVID-19 claims in news media.

Environmental Impact We would also like to
warn that the use of large-scale Transformers re-
quires a lot of computations and the use of GPUs
for training, which contributes to global warming
(Strubell et al., 2019). This is a bit less of an issue
in our case, as we do not train such models from
scratch; rather, we mainly use them in zero-shot
and few-shot settings, and the ones we fine-tune are
on relatively small datasets. All our experiments
were run on a single 16GB V100.
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A Appendix

A.1 Annotation Interface
In this section, we list the annotation guidelines and
provide screenshots of the interface for both phases
of annotation. Phase 1 of annotation involves iden-
tifying sentences which contain claims relating to a
set of pre-defined topics about COVID-19. Phase 2
consists of annotating the attributes such as claimer,
claimer’s stance, claim object and the claimer span
for each of the claims identified in phase 1. Fig-
ure 9 and 10 show screenshots of the annotation
interface for phase 1 and 2 respectively. Below are
some guidelines which we provide for detecting
the claim sentences:

• The highlighted sentence should be consid-
ered individually when deciding whether it
contains a claim. The sentences around it are
shown to provide context.

• Claims are usually statements made without
presenting evidence or proof, and usually re-
quire further evidence to verify them. Sen-
tences that just assert evidence or present facts
should not be considered as claims.

• The claim sentences usually should also men-
tion the object relating to the topic, i.e., which
animal type the virus came from, what condi-
tions can transmit the virus, what can cure the
virus or what can protect from the virus.

• Only those claims should be considered for
which these topics can be directly inferred
without any need for additional knowledge.

• Sentences that contain both claims as well as
refute statements should be considered. For
example, a sentence that contains a statement
that something cannot cure the coronavirus
should be considered as containing a claim
relating to the topic: Cure for the virus.

A.2 SRL cue words
Here, we list various cue words that we use to
match against the verb predicates from the seman-
tic role labeling system. These are categorized as
affirming and refuting cue words, which are shown
in tables 9 and 10 respectively.

A.3 GPT-3 prompt
In this section, we share more details of our ap-
proach for prompting GPT-3 for the claim object

accuse, affirm, allege, announce, argue
assert, aver, avouch, avow, blame

broadcast, claim, comment, confirm, contend
credit, declare, defend, describe, disclose

discuss, express, find, hint, imply
insinuate, insist, intimate, maintain, proclaim

profess, publish, purport, reaffirm, reassert
remark, repeat, report, restate, reveal

say, state, suggest, tell, write

Table 9: Cue words corresponding to affirming a claim.

challenge, controvert, contradict,disagree
discredit, dispute, deny, disavow, discount

protest, purport, reaffirm, question, repudidate
reject, repudiate, rebut, suppress, disaffirm

Table 10: Cue words corresponding to refuting a claim.

Figure 7: Figure showing the claim object detection
sub-task input for GPT-3, with the few-shot labeled
examples in context and the test example in the form of
a prompt.

detection. In the in-context learning setting, we
choose four examples from each topic as the few-
shot examples. These labeled examples are then
added to the context that is fed as input to GPT-3.
The test example is added at the end of the context,
in the form of a prompt, with the claim object to
be generated by the system. Figure 7 shows an
example input along with the prompt.
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Figure 8: Some examples from the NEWSCLAIMS benchmark.
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Figure 9: Screenshot of the phase 1 annotation interface.
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Figure 10: Screenshot of the phase 2 annotation interface.
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